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Introduction
Sustainable sourcing and traceability is shown to 
increase the trust consumers have in retail products 
and restaurant menu items, and the MSC can be an 
integral part of your brand offering by adding 
independent third party verification to your 
sustainability claims. 

This toolkit is designed to provide inspiration and the 
assets you need to communicate the benefits of your 
MSC certified products. This is not intended to be 
prescriptive; messaging can be adapted to fit your 
brand positioning, messaging, and style. 

Claims and messaging that relate directly to the MSC 
program, how it works, and its benefits will need to 
be approved by the MSC. 

Many of the following design assets are available as 
artwork files on the MSC multimedia library. Please 
ask your MSC contact for more details.

• Our value proposition: 4-5

• About the MSC and our audience: 7-8

• MSC guidelines: 10-13

• Key messaging: 15-18

• Marketing assets: 20-23

• Social media: 25

• Content calendar: 27-28

• Digital assets: 31-35

• Receive our email updates: 36

• FAQs: 37

Index
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The MSC value proposition
Where your label licensing fee goes to and the marketing and 
communications opportunities and support available to you
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4

The value of this 
fee translates to:

36% Market Development / Outreach

32% Awareness Raising

23% World Class Standards

7% Label Management

2% Fundraising

0.5%
of the cost of products and menu 
items displaying the blue fish tick 
represents the MSC fee

Figures correct as of financial year 2017/18
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Our offer 
to you

Access to:

• Powerful consumer friendly messaging and 
consumer insights

• Money can't buy visual assets

• Toolkits and ready to go assets

• Messaging on ocean issues and the MSC's 
impact

Advice and support:

• Ideas from around the world for creative 
ways to promote your sustainable seafood 
offering

• Sign off of MSC brand and credible claims 
on your marketing materials

• Email newsletter updates 

Opportunities to:

• Create multi-channel branded content 
such as recipes, blogs and storytelling

• Listing on our website

• Get involved in our campaigns

• Collaborate on action leadership

• Enter our Wave of Change awards
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About the MSC and Our audience
Our tone, audience, and how to reach the MSC target consumer
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Our campaign principles and voice
Celebration not education.
Co-marketing campaigns are an opportunity to help 
seafood consumers understand the role your MSC 
certification plays in making sure we can enjoy seafood for 
generations to come, but we always want to do that in a 
celebratory way. We want to put your brand and the MSC at 
the heart of conversations about good food – not educate 
people about ocean conservation or the rigor of the MSC.

It’s not just about us.
While we want to highlight our partnership, the 
commitment you’ve made to sustainable seafood, and the 
importance of the MSC, we also need to lift up the 
consumer. We need to give everyone a role to play and a 
reason to care. This works best when we hook people with 
inspiring content and then offer a bold, clear call to action.

We’re personal, passionate, and to the point.
We want to connect with people in a way they can relate to 
and trust. We’re not afraid to wear our heart on our sleeve, 
and we have the confidence to be direct and say what we 
mean in a simple way. 

People who consume seafood and have enough basic 
knowledge of the oceans, fishing, and the origins of food 
to digest the MSC mission and vision.

Shoppers who aspire to a better, healthier life and 
constantly balance the “right thing to do” with the “cool 
thing to do”.

A diverse group of consumers who are represented across 
every age, culture, geography and income.

Our audience*

*we generally target our 
audience by interests instead 
of geodemographics
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Campaign messaging goals
Our global consumer research shows us that there is an optimal way to communicate with our target audiences. 

Optimal messaging:    emotion + evidence + reassurance

Ensures seafood we enjoy now is 
available for future generations

Secondary 
messages:

Ensures seafood 
is from a 

sustainable 
source

Helps protect 
our oceans

Helps stop the 
destruction of life 

in our oceans

Top motivating 

message:
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MSC guidelines
Label user guide, approval processes, and our playbook
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Approval process*

Promotional materials, marketing artwork, ads, and 
MSC claims need to be presented to and approved by 
the MSC. Email alex.webb@msc.org for approval 
requests and any additional questions.

Packaging and menu usage

Packaging graphics and use of the MSC blue fish tick 
label on-pack must be sent to and approved by your 
Ecolabel Account Manager, Stephanie Fu, who can be 
reached at Stephanie.Fu@msc.org

*Because the MSC label and "MSC" the name 
are trademarked, we ask that all externally-facing marketing 
artwork be approved by the MSC to ensure we are adhering to 
guidelines. 

For details on using the MSC blue fish tick label on 
products, menus.

Download here:
https://multimedialibrary.msc.org/?r=3152&k=1898213ca4

And find out more about using the blue fish label here:
https://www.msc.org/for-business/use-the-blue-msc-label

label user guide
Promotional materials

Consumer playbook 
If you would like to use MSC fonts, colors, and styling, 
check out our consumer playbook and other helpful 
resources. View and download here.

https://multimedialibrary.msc.org/?r=3152&k=1898213ca4
mailto:alex.webb@msc.org
mailto:Stephanie.Fu@msc.org
https://multimedialibrary.msc.org/?r=3152&k=1898213ca4
https://www.msc.org/for-business/use-the-blue-msc-label
https://multimedialibrary.msc.org/?c=6875&k=3f14309b73
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Blue Fish tick - things to remember When creating marketing materials
• As well as being visually distinctive and easy 

to recall, the way we talk about our label 
should be memorable too. In 
communications, we refer to our label as ‘the 
blue fish tick’ or ‘the blue fish label.’

• The blue fish tick must remain MSC blue in 
colour (see next page for colour values and 
the supporting palette).

• Don’t accidentally lose the TM symbol. 

• Remember to include the white key line 
around the label. 

• Include a call to action around the label, 
encouraging people to “choose the blue fish” 
or “look for the blue fish tick” to add context 
and help consumers make the connection 
between the label and your products.
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Blue Fish tick - things to remember When creating marketing materials
Palette

While the hero colour is MSC blue, this can be supported by other 
blues from the MSC palette plus 80% black and white

Hero colour: MSC Blue Supporting colour palette
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Blue Fish tick - things to remember When creating marketing materials*

This generic, text-free 
version can be used in 
marketing materials. 
Download it here.

*These guidelines apply only to 
marketing and promotional materials. 
When using the blue fish tick on 
products, please refer to the Label User 
Guide.

Download the portrait and 
landscape versions here.

https://multimedialibrary.msc.org/?r=2666&k=f6cfcf9aa5
https://www.msc.org/for-business/use-the-blue-msc-label/guidelines
https://multimedialibrary.msc.org/?r=2544&k=f9f2af5d47
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Key messaging
MSC messaging and language
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Mission & Vision
The Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) is an international nonprofit organisation established to protect the last major food 
resource that is truly wild: seafood. 

The MSC works with fisheries, retailers, restaurants, and other companies to change the way the oceans are fished, address 
food fraud, and make it simple for consumers to purchase sustainable, traceable, wild seafood. 

Our vision is of the world’s oceans teeming with life, and seafood supplies safeguarded for this and future generations.

Our mission is to use our blue fish label and fishery certification program to contribute to the health of the world’s oceans by 
recognising and rewarding sustainable fishing practices, influencing the choices people make when buying seafood, and 

working with our partners to transform the seafood market to a sustainable basis.

The MSC has been working with partners for over 20 years to protect the oceans and make it simple for consumers to choose 
sustainable seafood. Read more about our history here. 

https://www.msc.org/about-the-msc/our-history
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Marketing copy ideas - adapt for your website or social media channels

About MSC certification

Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) certification is 
widely known as the world’s most credible standard 
for sustainable wild-caught seafood. The blue fish 
tick on our seafood means that it can be traced back 
to a certified sustainable source.

About the Standards

The MSC Fishery Standard was developed in 
collaboration with more than 300 scientists, 
academics, and other international stakeholders. The 
program is voluntary and open to all wild-capture 
fisheries. Currently, more than 15% of the global wild 
seafood supply is MSC certified.

Only seafood that meets the strict MSC Standard for 
sustainability can be sold with the MSC blue fish 
label. To ensure that MSC certified seafood can be 
traced from the ocean to the plate, the MSC also sets 
a Chain of Custody Standard. This means that when 
you see the blue fish you can be certain your seafood 
is traceable to a sustainable source – ensuring that 
fish are caught at levels that allow the population 
and the ecosystems on which they depend to remain 
healthy and productive. 

About the MSC

The Marine Stewardship Council (MSC), a global 
nonprofit organisation, works with fisheries, retailers 
stores, restaurants, and other companies to change 
the way the oceans are fished, address food fraud, 
and make it simple for you to purchase sustainable, 
traceable, wild seafood. 

When you see the MSC blue fish tick you can be 
certain your seafood is sustainable – ensuring that 
fish are caught at levels that allow the population 
and the ecosystems on which they depend to remain 
healthy and productive. 
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Marketing copy ideas - adapt for your website or social media channels

What is traceability?

Traceability is the ability to trace a product directly 
back to its point of origin. It goes hand-in-hand with 
sustainability as the best mechanism to prevent 
fraud and illegal products from entering the supply 
chain. It helps protect consumers and the efforts of 
everyone working hard to keep our oceans healthy.

The MSC program is the only certification program of 
its kind to offer ocean to plate traceability through 
supply chain certification. The Chain of Custody 
Standard ensures that MSC certified seafood is kept 
separate from other seafood, thereby ensuring its 
certified sustainable origin.

What is certification?

MSC certified companies and fisheries are assessed 
against a specific set of criteria (the MSC Standards) 
developed by scientists, academics, environmental 
professionals, and other stakeholders. The Standards 
are continually updated to meet best practices.

Assessment to the MSC Fisheries Standard considers 
the specific impacts and contexts of a particular 
fishery. A fishery is assessed on its specific impacts to 
determine if it meets the MSC requirements. 

To learn about the difference between certifications 
and ratings, check out certificationandratings.org.

What is sustainable seafood?

In the MSC program, sustainable seafood means that 
it was fished:

1. From stocks with healthy populations;

2. With minimal impact on the marine environment;

3. In an area with effective, responsive, and 
responsible management. 

https://certificationandratings.org/
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Marketing copy ideas - adapt for your website or social media channels
Look for the MSC blue fish tick!

• It’s simple. The blue fish tick is an easy way to identify ocean-friendly, sustainable seafood. 

• Eat well. Seafood with the blue fish tick is good for you and our oceans too.

• Feel good. Products with the blue fish tick support fishers, fishing communities, and 
organisations that care for our oceans. 

• Rest easy. When you see the blue fish tick, you know your purchase can be traced back to a 
certified sustainable fishery. 

• Seafood for always. Enjoy the seafood you love today, tomorrow, and always.

Choose MSC certified seafood to: 
• Be assured your seafood is from a sustainable source;
• Ensure the seafood you enjoy today is available for future generations;
• Prevent overfishing and the destruction of our oceans;
• Keep our oceans healthy, wild, and full of life;
• Support fishers, fishing communities and jobs;
• Prevent seafood fraud and know exactly where your seafood comes from.

Things to remember:
• We use “the” before our 

name – “the MSC”
• There are no hyphens in 

MSC certified
• The ‘Fishery Standard’ and 

‘Chain of Custody Standard’ 
are capitalized

For more inspiration on talking about the MSC to your stakeholders and customers, check out 
msc.org and please link to our website or social media channels @MSCAustraliaNZ 

(Facebook/Twitter) and @loveoceanlovefood (Instagram) when possible!

Download: We have an 
informational postcard 
available with an easy MSC 
overview that you can 
download here. 

https://www.msc.org/en-us
https://multimedialibrary.msc.org/?r=10834&k=26ad09548a
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MSC marketing assets
Customizable point of sale assets

from insight to execution
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Design files for Aisle signage, shelf talkers, static clings, etc.

Download assets here:

View and download here.

https://multimedialibrary.msc.org/?c=6875&k=3f14309b73
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Inspiration: retail promotions in-store and beyond
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From insight to execution
We can use our messaging insights to inspire engaging messaging concepts for consumer campaigns. The following examples 
show how we can bring these concepts to life in a simple way.
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From insight to execution
We can use our messaging insights to inspire engaging messaging concepts for consumer campaigns. The following examples 
show how we can bring these concepts to life in a simple way.
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MSC social media
@MSCbluefishtick

Facebook, Twitter and Instagram

https://fb.com/MSCAustraliaNZ
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Join the conversation
When talking about the MSC on social media, you can find us 
on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter

Here are some of the hashtags we use most often: 

• #SustainableSeafood

• #FishForever
• #BigBlueFuture

Please link to msc.org and or 
social media channels when 

possible

Additional #s to join the sustainable seafood conversation: 

• #HealthyOceans

• #ChooseMSC
• #MSCcertified

• #FoodSecurity

• #Seafoodie

• #SeafoodLover

https://www.msc.org/en-us
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MSC content calendar
Inspiration for talking about sustainable seafood all year long
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2020 Calendar - Australia

Education 
launch

Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Healthy you and the 
oceans too

Ocean heroes
Sustainability 

trends
Cook, eat, 

enjoy

Sustainable 
Seafood Week

Easter

Australia 
Day

Christmas 
campaign

World Tuna Day

Always on digital advertising:

what is the label, where can I find it, why does it matter?

World Oceans  
Day

World Food 
Day

Science and 
sustainability 

seminar

World 
Fisheries Day

Latest 
consumer 
insights 

National Science 
Week

Alex Webb
Stamp
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2020 Calendar - New Zealand

New Year’s 
resolutions

Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Healthy you and the 
oceans too

Ocean heroes
Sustainability 

trends
Cook, eat, 

enjoy

Always on digital advertising:

what is the label, where can I find it, why does it matter?

World Food 
Day

Science and 
sustainability 

seminar

World 
Fisheries 

Day

Latest 
seafood 

consumer 
insights 

Sustainable 
Seafood Day

Easter

Alex Webb
Stamp
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three ways to get involved

• Build your own: Using our 
toolkits, assets and messaging

• Take part: Be a part of our 
campaigns and events

• Pitch an idea: Work with us to 
create a bespoke activity

Get in touch: alex.webb@msc.org

mailto:alex.webb@msc.org
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MSC digital assets
Customizable digital assets for your website, social media, and other 

digital marketing channels
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Videos - fishery stories and recipes

This is wild
download the video collection

The Wild Ones
download the video collection

Recipe videos
download the video collection

• 60-second version

• 30-second version

• 2 16-second cuts

• West Coast Groundfish

• Alaska Pollock

• AK pollock social cuts

• 3 widescreen videos

• 11 square videos

https://multimedialibrary.msc.org/?c=5358&k=4afcaeaee5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S-yJrMJxdws
https://multimedialibrary.msc.org/?c=5359&k=b42da831ab
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TmD8Fp_PlZs
https://multimedialibrary.msc.org/?r=6175&k=bd74ef5021
https://multimedialibrary.msc.org/?c=5355&k=ee288be279
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The three principles
download the video collection

From ocean to plate
download the video collection

What is the MSC?
download the video collection

What does the MSC label mean?

1. Sustainable fish stocks

2. Marine habitats and 
species protected

3. The fishery is well managed

Sustainable seafood from ocean 
to plate

What is the MSC and why is 
certified sustainable seafood 

important?

Videos - educational
TIP: You can embed these 
videos on your website!(find more on our YouTube channel here)

https://youtu.be/3rVeSBdpO6Q
https://youtu.be/jfeGGYobFAo
https://youtu.be/MVD8INZwaU0
https://multimedialibrary.msc.org/?c=6880&k=8c507da8bf
https://multimedialibrary.msc.org/?c=6879&k=93ab35a9c2
https://multimedialibrary.msc.org/?c=5355&k=ee288be279
https://youtu.be/MVD8INZwaU0
https://youtu.be/s1jg8-LZXws
https://youtu.be/YEzIFKZU_WE
https://youtu.be/jfeGGYobFAo
https://youtu.be/3rVeSBdpO6Q
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLzcYV4srjVJQJpqabfiVj03hyBkVZs9tP
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Photos

View the whole NZ Hoki 
collection.

View the whole WA rock 
lobster collection.

View the whole South 
Australia sardine collection.

TIP: Hundreds of other photos 
from additional fisheries and 
other regions are available in 
the media library!

(find more on the media library here)

Wild ocean imagery
Wild food imagery

https://multimedialibrary.msc.org/?c=6876&k=8a24111999
https://multimedialibrary.msc.org/?c=6877&k=ce2bb6b0e2
https://multimedialibrary.msc.org/?c=6878&k=ec00cc36dc
https://multimedialibrary.msc.org/pages/search.php
https://multimedialibrary.msc.org/?c=4296&k=b0de911d88
https://multimedialibrary.msc.org/?c=4295&k=f769ba123c
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Written stories (find more stories here) TIP: Share these on social 
media or link to them from 
your website!

http://alaska-pollock-stories.msc.org/
http://coorong-pipi-stories.msc.org/
http://tony-fitzsimmons-toothfish-story.msc.org/
https://www.msc.org/en-au/what-we-are-doing/inspirational-sustainable-seafood-stories
http://rock-lobster-stories.msc.org/
http://peel-harvey-crab-stories.msc.org/
http://sustainable-pearl-stories.msc.org/
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MSC Multimedia Library Terms and Conditions
In the MSC Multimedia Library you will find our licensed multimedia assets 
including images, videos, and publications in a central location accessible 
globally in multiple formats through your browser. 

Note: Some assets have restricted 
rights and uses. Please consult with 
your MSC contact if you have 
questions. 

Promotional materials, marketing 
artwork, ads, and MSC claims need to 
be presented to and approved by the 
MSC. Email alex.webb@msc.org for 
approval requests.

https://multimedialibrary.msc.org/
mailto:alex.webb@msc.org
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Receive our email updates

Keep up to date with our latest 
news and events and more when 
you sign up to our Fresh Catch 
newsletter.

Receive our latest marketing 
assets, as well as annual report, 
global events and webinars and 
more when you sign up to our 
marketing newsletter.

Example Fresh Catch newsletter Example marketing newsletter

https://msc.us3.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=daf93d949cc79c675731efa45&id=0f133305bd
http://eepurl.com/doF8ur
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Frequently Asked Questions
Who is eligible to use the marketing resources available in 
the MSC media library?
Any partner who holds an Ecolabel Licence Agreement is 
eligible to use the images, graphics, design files, and other 
resources within the asset library. 

How can I access the MSC media library?
If you already have an account, you can login here or, if you 
don’t, you can request access by filling out this short form. 

Are the materials free to use?
Yes, most of the materials and assets within the MSC media 
library are free for MSC certified partners to use as long as 
they are used in connection with the MSC and MSC labeled 
products. The rights to the majority of the materials are 
owned by the MSC and remain the property of the MSC, but 
some require the owner’s permission. Please check the 
usage rights or ask the MSC team before downloading.

Is approval needed for all marketing campaign artwork?
Promotional materials, marketing artwork, ads, and MSC 
claims need to be presented to and approved by the MSC. 

How can I get my marketing campaign artwork approved?
Email to alex.webb@msc.org for approval requests. 

Do I need permission each time I use materials from the 
MSC media library?
In general, you should follow the guidelines listed with each 
asset. All MSC claims, promotional materials, marketing 
artwork, and ads need to be approved. 

How can I receive additional information?
If you would like more information, please don’t hesitate to 
contact the Oceania Marketing and Communications team 
at alex.webb@msc.org.

Who is my contact for approving packaging graphics and 
answering questions about the MSC blue fish label on-
pack?
Stephanie Fu, Ecolabel Account Manager, can answer your 
questions. She can be reached at stephanie.fu@msc.org

https://multimedialibrary.msc.org/login.php
https://multimedialibrary.msc.org/pages/user_request.php
mailto:alex.webb@msc.org
mailto:alex.webb@msc.org
mailto:stephanie.fu@msc.org
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Thank you!
For more information, please contact alex.webb@msc.org

Your Local MSC marketing and communications contacts: 
Alex Webb– Sr. marketing and communications Manager, 
Oceania Sally Bolton– Communications Manager, Oceania
Stephanie Fu – Ecolabel Account Officer

mailto:alex.webb@msc.org



